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Methods for model construction and data integration in metabolic modeling







Limitations of flux analysis 

Quantitative relation between enzyme levels and fluxes ? 

Quantitative effects of allosteric regulation ?

Relation between fluxes and metabolite concentrations ?

Stability of steady states ?




Kinetic models and steady-state sensitivities

Stoichiometries

Reaction rates

Parameters (e.g., enzyme levels
external metabolite concentrations)
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Stoichiometries

Reaction rates

Parameters (e.g., enzyme levels
external metabolite concentrations)




Linear response can be computed from the 
stoichiometric matrix and the elasticity matrix 


Amount = Volume * concentration
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Problems in turning networks into kinetic models


1. Kinetic laws are often unknown 
Use simple yet plausible standard rate laws

2. Models should obey the laws of thermodynamics 
Be aware of relevant constraints
Use independent parameters in fitting, sampling, optimisation etc 

3. Parameters show variation and may be uncertain 
Describe parameters by probability distributions
Infer probabilistic statements about model outputs, dynamics etc

4. Data may not suffice to determine the parameters 
Use prior distributions and Bayesian statistics for estimation

5. Parameter estimation in large models is expensive
Use direct sampling methods that avoid steady-state calculation
e.g., start from FBA fluxes and guess the elasticities

Problems in turning networks into kinetic models


Overview

 Modular standard rate laws
 Thermodynamics and model parametrisation
 Balancing of kinetic constants
 Elasticity sampling, aka “structural kinetic modelling”
 Merging of SBML models


Modular standard rate laws


Standard rate laws

 Simple and unique
 Cover various stoichiometries, regulation, cooperativity
 Saturable ? 
 Correct thermodynamics ?
 Mechanistic interpretation ?
 Agree well with SBML, SBGN, … ?


Linlog

Mass-action

Convenience
kinetics






TKM


Reaction

-1

Possible requirements


Modular rate laws: example reaction A+B ↔ 2 C


“Reversible power-law”

Enzyme amount [mol]

Catalytic constant [1/s]


Scaled concentration





Modular rate laws: example reaction A+B ↔ 2 C






“Common saturable”

“Direct saturable”

“Multiplicative saturable”

“Reversible power-law”

“Force-dependent”

Enzyme amount [mol]

Catalytic constant [1/s]


Scaled concentration





Modular rate laws – enzyme mechanisms



Modular rate laws – test implementation

Web interface for SBML models 
http://semanticsbml.org/sbmlfill


Plug-in for CellDesigner 




Modular rate laws – test implementation


Quantity  QuantityType  Value  Unit  CompoundName  EnzymeName
scp 1  standard biochemical potential  -500  kJ/mol  fructose 6P
scp 2  standard biochemical potential  -500  kJ/mol  fructose 1,6P
scp 3  standard biochemical potential  -500  kJ/mol  ATP
scp 4  standard biochemical potential  -500  kJ/mol  ADP
hco 1  reaction cooperativity  1  1  posphofructokinase
kcrf 1  substrate catalytic rate constant  0.1  1/s  posphofructokinase
kcrr 1  product catalytic rate constant  0.1  1/s  posphofructokinase
Kmc 1 1  Michaelis constant  1  mM  fructose 6P  posphofructokinase
Kmc 1 2  Michaelis constant  1  mM  fructose 1,6P  posphofructokinase
Kmc 1 3  Michaelis constant  1  mM  ATP  posphofructokinase
Kmc 1 4  Michaelis constant  1  mM  ADP  posphofructokinase
kic 1 5  inhibitory constant  1  mM  ATP  posphofructokinase
win 1 5  inhibition cooperativity  1  1  ATP  posphofructokinase
con 1 1  concentration  1  mM  fructose 6P
con 1 2  concentration  1  mM  fructose 1,6P
con 1 3  concentration  1  mM  ATP
con 1 4  concentration  1  mM  ADP
coe 1  enzyme concentration  0.001  mM  posphofructokinase


Web interface for SBML models 
http://semanticsbml.org/sbmlfill


Plug-in for CellDesigner 


Thermodynamics 
and model parametrisation




Perpetua mobiles





Thermodynamic constraints (1): 
Flux directions

Positive entropy production requires:



Reaction affinity


Chemical potential


(non-zero) fluxes and reaction affinities have the same signs


Thermodynamic constraints (2): 
Wegscheider conditions




Equilibrium constants:

Reaction affinities






Thermodynamic constraints (3): 
Haldane relations



Haldane relation for generalised mass-action kinetics

Equilibrium constant / Haldane relation

Example: reversible Michaelis-Menten kinetics

Chemical equilibrium




Reaction velocity


Parameter balancing by Bayesian estimation


Model of B. subtilis 
central carbon metabolism
66 metabolites, 61 reactions

54 (66)  Gibbs free energies
19 (258)  Michaelis constants
0  (3)  Activation constants
1  (17)  Inhibition constants
19 (61)  Equilibrium constants
0   (122)  Turnover rates



found in data collection
(Brenda, NIST database, textmining)

needed in the model

Known kinetic constants are …  
  ... incomplete and inconsistent



Collected equilibrium constants

 Feasible kinetic constants for fitting / sampling

Choosing the kinetic constants

Independent parameters
for entire model
Full dependent set of 
kinetic constants

Substrate A
Substrate B
Enzyme X
Product C
Inhibitor I
Reaction x
KM

KM

KM

KI






Kcat +/-


Kinetic constants in convenience kinetics

Substrate A
Substrate B
Enzyme X
Product C
Inhibitor I
Reaction x
KM

KM

KM

KI







G(0)

G(0)

G(0)




Liebermeister W. and Klipp E. (2006), Theoretical Biology and Medical Modelling 3:42


Posterior   Likelihood  Prior

 Bayesian parameter estimation / balancing

Liebermeister W. and Klipp E. (2006), Theoretical Biology and Medical Modelling 3:42

Prob(p| data) = Prob(data|p) * Prob(p) * const.






Likelihood
from data

Posterior

Prior
from general knowledge

Space of model parameters




notes rules ok

Posterior   Likelihood  Prior

 Bayesian parameter estimation / balancing
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Likelihood
from data

Posterior

Prior
from general knowledge

Space of model parameters




Independent parameters
for entire model
Full dependent set of 
kinetic constants




Collected kinetic constants

Parameter
Posterior

Parameter
Prior



Bayesian 
balancing
notes rules ok

Parameter balancing for B. subtilis central metabolism






Collected equilibrium constants
Balanced equilibrium constants

Elasticity sampling
/ structural kinetic modelling 


Steady-state elasticity sampling


Instead of computing a steady state:
Predefine the steady state and sample elasticities from a random distribution

Steady state elasticity sampling



Steady-state elasticity sampling


Instead of computing a steady state:
Predefine the steady state and sample elasticities from a random distribution

Limitation
Constraints in reversibe reactions → dependencies between elasticities
 → Sampled elasticities may correspond to unfeasible parameter sets

A

B



EA

EB

Steady state elasticity sampling

Rate  
Elasticities
satisfy 






Sample feasible fluxes 
(energy balance analysis criterion)
Choose concentrations 
and chemical potentials 
In agreement with fluxes
Sample independently
all saturation constants
Compute elasticities 
A possible sampling scheme

Thermodynamically feasible elasticity sampling





Elasticity coefficients of multiplicative saturable kinetics







Can be chosen  independently

Computable from 
chemical potentials




Sample feasible fluxes 
(energy balance analysis criterion)
Choose concentrations 
and chemical potentials 
In agreement with fluxes
Sample independently
all saturation constants
Compute elasticities 
A possible sampling scheme

Thermodynamically feasible elasticity sampling





Elasticity coefficients of MS kinetics







Can be chosen  independently

Computable from 
chemical potentials




Second-order control coefficients
Enzyme levels → Biomass production in S. cerevisae model

strongly negative  weakly negative  weakly positive  strongly positive

Test application: interactive effects between enzyme levels


Merging of SBML models





















Model 1

Model 3

Model 2

Model composition





Playing  with biochemical models ?













Model composition

Model merging


Playing  with biochemical models ?



















Model 1

Model 3

Model 2







Can yeast glycolysis be understood in terms of in vitrokinetics of the constituent enzymes? Testing biochemistryBas Teusink, et al., 2000European Journal of Biochemistry, 267, 5313-5329. 



Metabolic Control Analysis of Glycerol Synthesis in Saccharomyces cerevisiae  Garth R. Cronwright et al (2002)



Matching elements between models

?



SBML model exchange format
http://sbml.org/

Database of curated annotated models
http://biomodels.org/


JWS online: database of curated models
http://jjj.biochem.sun.ac.za/


Systems biology markup language (SBML)

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<sbml xmlns="http://www.sbml.org/sbml/level2/version3" level="2" version="3">
 <model id="model" name="model">
 <listOfCompartments>
 <compartment id="c" name="c" size="1"/>
 <compartment id="ext" name="ext" size="1"/>
 </listOfCompartments>
 <listOfSpecies>
 <species id="C00022_c" name="Pyruvate" compartment="c">  </species>  
 …
 …
 ...
 <reaction id="reaction_8">
 <listOfReactants>
 <speciesReference species="C00022_c" stoichiometry="0.03"/>
 ....
 <speciesReference species="O2_c" stoichiometry="0.01"/>
 </listOfReactants>
 <listOfProducts>
 <speciesReference species="C00008_c" stoichiometry="0.81"/>
 ...
 </listOfProducts>
 <listOfModifiers>
 <modifierSpeciesReference species="enzyme_reaction_8_c"/>
 </listOfModifiers>
 </reaction>
 </listOfReactions>
 </model>
</sbml>


Systems biology ontology
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/sbo/





<species metaid=".." id="ATP" name="ATP concentration" compartment="cytosol">
 <annotation>
 <rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 
 xmlns:bqbiol=”http://biomodels.net/biology-qualifiers/"
 xmlns:bqmodel="http://biomodels.net/model-qualifiers/">
 <rdf:Description rdf:about="#metaid_0000076">
 <bqbiol:is>
 <rdf:Bag>
 <rdf:li rdf:resource="urn:miriam:obo.chebi:CHEBI%3A15422"/>
 <rdf:li rdf:resource="urn:miriam:kegg.compound:C00002"/>
 </rdf:Bag>
 </bqbiol:is>
 </rdf:Description>
 </rdf:RDF>
 </annotation>
...
</species>

	 Species  Qualifier  Database   Identifier



"A simple scheme for annotating SBML with references to controlled vocabularies and database entries" Le Novere and Finney, 2005

Species called “ATP” represents KEGG C06262 (ATP)





<species id="enzyme_R00001" sboTerm="SBO:0000014"/>

Species called “enzyme_R00001” represents an enzyme

SBO term

MIRIAM annotation

www.ebi.ac.uk/sbo/

Biological annotations in SBML



http://www.semanticsbml.org


Editing biological annotations
with semanticSBML

Stand-alone version

Online version



Can yeast glycolysis be understood in terms of in vitrokinetics of the constituent enzymes? Testing biochemistryBas Teusink, et al., 2000European Journal of Biochemistry, 267, 5313-5329. 



Metabolic Control Analysis of Glycerol Synthesis in Saccharomyces cerevisiae  Garth R. Cronwright et al (2002)



Matching elements between models

?


Can yeast glycolysis be understood in terms of in vitrokinetics of the constituent enzymes? Testing biochemistryBas Teusink, et al., 2000European Journal of Biochemistry, 267, 5313-5329. 



Metabolic Control Analysis of Glycerol Synthesis in Saccharomyces cerevisiae  Garth R. Cronwright et al (2002)





Matching elements between models


Summary

 Modular standard rate laws
 Thermodynamics and model parametrisation
 Balancing of kinetic constants
 Elasticity sampling, aka “structural kinetic modelling”
 Merging of SBML models


Systems Biology Operational Software

Ubuntu Linux 8.10 booting directly from DVD
Includes
 Preinstalled software tools for SBML models
 Models from the BioModels.net database
 Documentation and video tutorials
Allows for 
Model building, layout, simulation, fitting,  
 annotation, merging
Licenses: 
All software free for non-commercial use 
For commercial use, licenses depend on the tools

Download of DVD image file 
and further information at http://www.sbos.eu/





Text book “Systems Biology”
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Thermodynamically feasible parameter sets




2. Fix mean turnover rate

1. Haldane relation (“mass-action” numerator)

Compute turnover rates


Linear form for logarithms

Two constraints for the turnover rates:

Computing feasible equilibrium constants  (Wegscheider condition!)


Computation from Gibbs free energies of formation


Linear form for logarithms

Liebermeister W. and Klipp E. (2006), Bringing metabolic networks to life: convenience rate law and thermodynamic constraints, Theoretical Biology and Medical Modelling 3:41




Relationships between thermodynamic quantities




Metabolites in an ideal solution
(all concentrations measured in mM)




“Generalised mass-action”
form of many rate laws

Reaction affinities and concentrations

Ratio of forward and backward velocities

Lower bound of reaction affinities

Equilibrium constants and 
Gibbs free energies of formation





Modular rate laws – general form












Denominator

Regulation prefactor

Saturation values


Enzyme amount (mol)

Allosteric regulation

Numerator (thermodynamics)

Denominator (rate law)



Numerator








Modular rate laws - elasticities








Scaled elasticities (definition)


Rate law dependent term 

Thermodynamics dependent 
term with 

Regulation dependent term 




Apparent stoichiometries




Modular rate laws - theoretical results

Thermodynamically correct form of cooperative (Hill-type) rate laws

Equivalence to TKM rate laws (under the assumption of ideal mixture)

Force-dependent rate law can be written as a function of the reaction affinity
 Nice example case for Prigogine's principle of minimal entropy production

Simple formulas for first-and second-order reaction elasticities
 Impact of thermodynamics, regulation, and enzyme kinetics clearly separated
 For some rate laws, elasticities depend only on thermodynamics 
 → control coefficients can be directly computed after Energy Balance Analysis
 Elasticity formulas allow for thermodynamically correct elasticity sampling
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